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Biden’s Press Conference Was An Utter Disaster was the NY Post’s merciless verdict regarding the Squatter in 
the White House’s performance on Wednesday (1/19).

 

“He stumbled and bumbled and all too often made no sense at all… couldn’t remember what he 
said last week… insisted he’s done more than any other president in history.  His answers on 
Ukraine were particularly confused… Oh, and Biden suggested Russia might well get away with ‘a 
minor incursion.’ That’s an invitation to take one piece of Ukraine now — and more pieces later. 
What a disaster. No wonder his staff does everything it can to keep him away from the press.”

 

Piers Morgan was even blunter.  Speaking for umpteen millions of Americans, he simply said, “Dear Joe, 
Happy Anniversary.  You’ve failed. Can we get a divorce?  We want to get back with our ex.”

If only it were that easy.  A divorce is coming, no doubt, but it’s going to be far nastier than that of any celebrity 
couple’s vicious split splashed over the pages of The National Enquirer.
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************

 

Granted, the divorce itself will be easy.  Tout le monde is sick of this guy.  This 60-second interaction at the 
Wednesday press conference goes a long way explaining why:

Rosen was referring to a just-released AP-Morning Consult Poll: Biden Approval Hits New Low At One-Year 
Mark.  Especially that AP reported: “Only about a quarter were very confident that Biden ‘has the mental 
capability to serve effectively as president’.”

It’s stunning enough that 75% of Americans according to Associated Press are not very confident of Dementia 
Joe – but more so that AP would ask the question in its national poll in the first place, then report the 
unvarnished results.

It’s because AP along with the rest of the Dem propagandist media sees Joe Minor Incursion getting us into a 
war with Russia in desperation to save his sinking presidency at the cost of GOP tsunami takeovers of the House 
and Senate this November.

That’s because at this point his occupancy of the White House is unsalvageable – there’s no way but down for 
him now, as pictured by Branco today (1/21):

The only thing keeping him afloat right now is his alternative is worse.  Look at what the liberal Daily Mail did 
to her yesterday (1/20): Rough Night? Touchy Kamala SNAPS At Savannah Guthrie And Suggests Midterms 
Will Now Be UNFAIR After Failing To Get Voting Rights Bill Over Line In Round Of Car Crash Morning 
Show Interviews.
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************

 

Last Friday’s HFR predicted that “Biden’s Bad Week” would be only one of many more to come – and sure 
enough, here we are this week with everything turning to tears.  Biggest Dem disaster came in the Senate on 
Wednesday (1/19): Voting Rights Bill Dies As Manchin, Sinema Back GOP Against Filibuster Change.

The link is to the woketards of HuffPo.  Here’s an example of them drowning in hypocrisy and bile:

 

“The failure of the bill marked a bitter disappointment for Democrats, who argued its passage was 
all that stood in the way of a new era of voter suppression laws in Republican-led states on the 
inspiration of ex-President Donald Trump’s election lies. Those new laws amount to ‘Jim Crow 
2.0,’ President Joe Biden said on Jan. 11, with states ‘making it harder to vote,’ and making 
partisan decisions about ‘whether your vote counts at all’.”

 

Ah, yes, no doubt about it – voter fraud suppression laws will certainly make it harder to cheat.  Without 
Freedom to Cheat laws, Dems stand little chance of keeping their fascist power on Capitol Hill this November.  
Let’s hope the frenzy of hatred their fellow Dems are directing to Manchin and Sinema will drive them to the 
other side of the aisle.

************

 

But wait, there’s more!  This yesterday (1/20): Supreme Court Refuses to Block Texas Anti-Abortion Law.
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The vote was 6-3, just the three libs voting anti-life.  Sotomayor was bitter:

 

“This case is a disaster for the rule of law and a grave disservice to women in Texas, who have a 
right to control their own bodies. It has been over four months since Texas Senate Bill 8 took effect. 
The law immediately devastated access to abortion care in Texas.”

 

Sorry, Sonia, the Texas Heartbeat Act will continue to save preborn lives.

Interestingly, also yesterday came this report: New Poll Finds that Millennials & Gen Z — Now about One-
Third of the Electorate – Don’t Hold Extremist Abortion Views, Embrace Limits.

Even though 18 to 34 year-olds vote Dem more than GOP, a clear majority reject Roe as a national law 
overriding state laws and permitting all abortion on demand. This was no push poll but designed well.  It was 
done for Students for Life that is growing chapters in high schools and colleges around the country.  These 
young pro-lifers deserve your support.
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************

 

Completing the Dem Disaster Hat Trick of this week is the death of the pandemic, as Skye toon’ed…

And linked to: The Last Days of the Covidian Cult.
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“The official Covid narrative is finally falling apart, or is being hastily disassembled, or 
historically revised, right before our eyes. The “experts” and “authorities” are finally 
acknowledging that the “Covid deaths” and “hospitalization” statistics are artificially inflated and 
totally unreliable (which they have been from the very beginning), and they are admitting that 
their miracle “vaccines” don’t work (unless you change the definition of the word “vaccine”), and 
that they have killed a few people, or maybe more than a few people, and that lockdowns were 
probably “a serious mistake.”

 

I am not going to bother with further citations. You can surf the Internet as well as I can. The point 
is, the “Apocalyptic Pandemic” PSYOP has reached its expiration date.”

 

Thus some countries are coming to their senses: England Ends All COVID Passports, Mask Mandates, Work 
Restrictions.  While others are doubling down on full-court fascist control, like Austria and Italy.  Our White 
House Squatter knows he can’t succeed at the latter, but he may try anyway.

A prime example is this report yesterday (1/20): 25 Federal Agencies Tracking Employees With Religious 
Exemption Requests For Mandated Vaccines. How fascist can you get?  Trouble is, vaccines aren’t any good 
against Omicron.

And how about what just happened late this afternoon (1/21): Federal Judge Issues Nationwide Injunction 
Against Biden Vax Mandate for Federal Employees.

So it won’t be long until the Squatter gives up, and follows BoJo in England.  And once that happens, the last 
wisp of rationale for all the freedom-to-cheat excuses used to steal 2020 is gone with the wind.

************

 

By the way… there is a very long but very incisive study by investigative science reporter Julius Ruechel that 
you may find definitive: The False God of Central Planning: The Mysterious Reappearance of the Flu, Natural 
vs Vaccine-Induced Immunity, the Inability of the Vaccines to Control the Virus, and Other Extraordinary 
Lessons About the End of the Pandemic.

************

 

The real doom of the Dems for November is the economy.  The Bidenflation toothpaste is out of the tube.  
Bidenistas can’t unwind all the restrictions and controls they’ve placed on the economy in time and can’t 
ideologically anyway – like on energy in the name of their “climate change” hoax. Oil is already over $80 a 
barrel and climbing.
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That won’t prevent the Federal Reserve from trying, however.  The last of Skye’s Links yesterday was: 
Choose One, But Only One: Defend The Billionaire’s Bubble Or The US Dollar And Empire.  This is a must-
read but ignore the author’s Anti-American Libertarian blather about “hegemony,” “empire” and other silliness.

The real point is the US dollar is the world’s international reserve currency with which most international trade 
is conducted – and if it fails in being that, a horrific contraction in world trade results with massive poverty, 
hunger, on and on.  The real problem is the Fed should have started raising interest rates years ago and didn’t.

Better late than never?  Federal Reserve to hike rates 4 times in 2022, Goldman Sachs projects.  Already stocks 
are taking a hit.  Netflix imploded today.  Other FANG techies may be following, like Facebook, Apple, and 
Google.  There goes the billionaire’s bubble.  The dollar has to be saved.  By November, it’ll be Stagflation City 
for the Dems, and they are down the electoral tubes.

************

 

Thus we close with a quick but very perspicacious prediction by Jordan Prescott on AT: Democrats to Face 
Same Catastrophic Fate as Whigs. It’s great nutshell history of how and why the Whig Party ceased to exist – 
and why the Democrat Party may do the same.

We live in interesting times and they are a-changing… in our favor.
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